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Reviewer: Use the questions below to guide your description of the review 

activity and discussion. If the review involves face to face activity with students 

you should describe what you see and then have a post activity discussion 

with the reviewee. Not all questions will be relevant in every circumstance. 

You will need to choose those that are - and there is nothing stopping you 

from changing them or writing your own. Please bear in mind that your main 

functions are to:  

 act as a critical friend by asking questions that will enable the reviewee

to identify how to enhance their practice

 offer constructive advice and suggestions

It is not your role to judge or to impose your view or practice but to guide the 

reviewee towards developing an approach that is appropriate for them, their 

role and their students.   

Capture the above in section A2 of the PSR form and send it after the review 

to the reviewee. 
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You should then complete section A3 of the form to capture what you, as 

reviewer, have learnt from the Review. This is not passed on to the reviewee.

You may also want to capture future action points in section A4 of the PSR 

form. 

Reviewee: Before the review make sure you provide the reviewer with 

sections A1 of the PSR form fully completed and a session plan if the activity 

is a face to face session with students. 

During the review reflect on your practice with the aim of enhancing what you 

do and to generate actions you will take to achieve this. You should: 

 reflect on what went well and what you might do differently next time

 use appropriate questions from below, the questions posed by your 
reviewer and any guidance or suggestions they make to drive your 
review discussion. 

Your reviewer will capture the review discussion (or a description of face to

face activity with students and the post activity discussion) on section A2 of 

the PSR form and send it to you after the review. 

Use the above to help you develop your post review evaluation (section A3) 

and actions to take forward (section A4). 

 Would all students reading course documents feel that their needs have

been addressed (e.g. those with dyslexia; widening participation (WP)

and international students)?

 Were alternatives to reading made available (e.g. online film or video)?

 Were students provided with relevant learning materials and information

in advance (and in good time)?

 Were students informed in advance about the content of each session,

as well as an explanation of how it fits into the larger scheme of

work/brief/unit?
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 Were handouts provided? If so, were they accessible and inclusive of all

learners, both in content and format?

 Was the content inter-cultural, as well as being inclusive of WP students

and those with any of the nine characteristics of the Equality Act 2010?

 Did the format use a sans serif font, have a coloured background, not

too much text, avoid idioms but have images and examples that would

include international and WP students and all of the nine characteristics

of the Equality Act 2010, etc.?

 Were students provided with alternative assessment options? If so,

were they all given equal importance?

 Were all students treated equally, fairly and offered unconditional 
respect?

 Did equality of opportunity prevail so that the needs of all students were 
addressed?

 How were the needs of those who have difficulty with working memory 
and speed of processing material addressed:

o …when receiving instructions?

o …in lectures?

o ...in discussion?

o …in tutorials?

o …in demonstrations?

o …when receiving spoken feedback?

 Were cultural differences recognised? If there were international 
students, were they encouraged to share views and knowledge?

 Were global examples used, that is not just European/UK perspectives?

 Was consideration given to social and/or environmental sustainability?

 Were presentations, learning materials, written feedback forms etc. 
inclusive? That is, was a sans serif font (Verdana, Arial, Tahoma) used 
on lecture/demonstration notes (minimum 11pt) and PowerPoint 
presentations (minimum 24pt); was coloured paper used; did the 
PowerPoint have a balance of text and images? 
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 Was the use of language and choice of terms in written documents

inclusive of all students, for example assessment feedback, handbooks,

briefs, worksheets etc.?

 Was there a glossary of terms available for students?  If not, how was

vocabulary development supported?

 Were any reading lists accompanied by instructions making it clear

which texts (e.g. chapters, pages from a book) it was essential to have

read?

 Was a range of texts suggested including those that are easier to read

to those that are more difficult?

 Were spoken instructions always duplicated by the same instructions

written down?

 Were instructions understood by all students?

 Did the tools, equipment, materials and space meet the needs of all

students (e.g. wheelchair users, those with hearing impairments, those

on the autism spectrum)?

 Could the space be easily traversed by a wheelchair user and were

there disabled toilets easily available?

 Was there a hearing loop installed in the space? Was it in good working

order?

 Were new technologies used to further meet the needs of a diverse

student body?

 Is there anything else that could have been done to the space or

learning resources to make them more inclusive?

 Were all inclusive measures made available to all (no deficit model)?




